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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,

v.
CHRISTOPHER A. FAULKNER,
BREITLING ENERGY
CORPORATION, JEREMY S.
WAGERS, JUDSON F. ("RICK")
HOOVER, PARKER R. HALLAM,
JOSEPH SIMO, DUSTIN MICHAEL
MILLER RODRIGUEZ, BETH C.
HANDKINS, GILBERT STEEDLEY,
BREITLING OIL & GAS
CORPORATION, CRUDE ENERGY,
LLC, PATRIOT ENERGY, INC.,
Defendants,

and
TAMRA M. FREEDMAN and
JETMIR AHMED I,
Relief Defendants.
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DECLARATION OF RODNEY W. SOWARDS

I, Rodney W. Sowards, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury, in accordance with 28
U.S.C. § 1746, that the following is true and correct, that I have personal knowledge of the
matters stated herein, and that, if called as a witness, I could and would testify competently about
these matters.
1.

I am a Vice President of Veritas Advisory Group, Inc. ("Veritas"), a consulting

firm I co-founded in 2002 to provide forensic-accounting and litigation-support services to
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domestic and international businesses, public entities, and governmental agencies. I am a
certified public accountant, licensed in Texas since 1998. I am also certified in financial
forensics and a charted global management accountant.

I am a member of the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, and the
Licensing Executives Society.
2.

The United States Securities and Exchange Commission retained Veritas to

review and analyze financial information and transactions relating to Defendant Breitling Energy
Corporation ("BECC"), Defendant Breitling Oil & Gas Corporation ("BOG"), Defendant Crude
Energy, LLC ("Crude"), Defendant Patriot Energy, Inc. ("Patriot"), Breitling Royalties
Corporation ("BRC''), Crude Royalties, LLC ("Crude Royalties"), and Defendant Christopher A.
Faulkner and his related entities, including Advertising Management, Inc., Grand Mesa
Investments, Inc., Excel Management, Inc., and Range Quest Resources.
3.

Veritas performed the review and analysis described above under my supervision

and direction. Veritas issued a report dated August 7, 2017 setting forth the statements,
conclusions, and opinions I arrived at based upon that review and analysis ("Veritas Report").
4.

Veritas was asked by the Receiver in this matter to 1) summarize the various ways

in which Working Interest ("WI") and Royalty Interest ("RI") investor monies were comingled
using the Bank Statement analysis from the Veritas Report (Attachment A to the Veritas Report);
2) identify instances in which WI investor contributions were used to acquire RI properties; and
3) address the objections to a distribution to a single class of claimants upon the basis that
working interest investors received some form of preferential tax treatment.
5.

Exhibit 1 illustrates at a macro level the amount of money and number of

transactions shifting money between BOG/BECC, BRC, Crude/Crude Royalties, and Patriot
(collectively, the "Breitling Entities"). Over 500 money transactions totaling in excess of $74
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million were transferred between the Breitling Entities. No integrity was maintained by the
"control group" of the Breitling Entities to segregate either WI or RI investor monies by offering.
6.

The Breitling Entities comingled investor funds in multiple ways. There were

essentially two levels of comingling. The first level consisted of deposits of investor monies into
incorrect bank accounts.
7.

As shown in the Exhibit 2, the Breitling Entities maintained several categories of

bank accounts - general/operating bank accounts that were not Prospect specific accounts,
segregated WI-Prospect bank accounts, and segregated RI-Prospect bank accounts. The Breitling
Entities were supposed to deposit investor money into segregated bank accounts specific to each
Prospect. 1 All WI investor monies should have been deposited into segregated WI-Prospect bank
accounts and all RI investor monies should have been deposited into segregated RI-Prospect
bank accounts.
8.

The Breitling entities failed to segregate investor monies in such a manner.

Instead, $12.977 million of WI and RI investor monies (identified in orange text on Exhibit 2)
was directly deposited into general/operating accounts of the Breitling Entities. In addition, the
Breitling Entities improperly deposited $825,000 of WI investor monies into RI-Prospect bank
accounts and $709,000 of RI investor monies into WI-Prospect bank accounts (identified in
orange boxes on Exhibit 2).
9.

The second level of comingling involved transfers between the Breitling Entities'

bank accounts. As previously established, investor monies were already comingled in the
Breitling Entities' general/operating bank accounts, segregated WI-Prospect bank accounts, and
segregated RI-Prospect bank accounts due to improper deposits. Furthering the comingling of
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morues, the Breitling Entities then transferred funds between its bank accounts. Exhibit 3
illustrates the comingling of funds between the Breitling Entities' bank accounts through
transfers.
10.

Notably, the majority of investor money that was deposited in Prospect-specific,

segregated bank accounts was transferred to general/operating bank accounts. As highlighted by
the orange arrows and text in Exhibit 3, over $67 million was transferred from WI-Prospect
bank accounts to general/operating bank accounts (or over 95% of the $70 million of comingled
WI and RI investor funds deposited into WI-Prospect bank accounts). In addition, over $53
million was transferred from RI-Prospect bank accounts to general/operating bank accounts (or
over 81 % of the $66 million of comingled WI and RI investor funds deposited into RI-Prospect
bank accounts). Thus, the general/operating bank accounts of the Breitling Entities ended up
holding the vast majority of both WI and RI investor funds. Once transferred, the comingled WI
and RI investor funds were indistinguishable and untraceable within the general/operating bank
accounts.
11.

After establishing that WI and RI investor funds were comingled in the Breitling

Entities' bank accounts through 1) deposits into incorrect, non-Prospect-specific bank accounts
and 2) transfers between bank accounts, Veritas then analyzed RI property acquisition
documents (including Letters of Intent and Purchase and Sale Agreements) and the Bank
Statement Database (Attachment A to the Veritas Report) to identify instances in which WI
investor contributions were used to acquire RI properties. Exhibit 4 summarizes Veritas's
findings and illustrates how comingled WI and RI investor funds were used to acquire RI

1 For

example, BRC Rl Confidential Private Placement Memorandum for 50 Units in Brazos County, Texas states
"Proceeds received from the offer and sale of all Units will be deposited into a segregated bank account for the
Offering."
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properties. Veritas identified $24.8 million of payments made for RI property acquisitions; these
transactions were made from 8 bank accounts, which are shown in Exhibit 4.
12.

Of note, $778,000 of RI property acquisition costs were paid from three

BOG/BECC non-royalty general/operating bank accounts (identified as the first group of gray
boxes on Exhibit 4). Investor deposits improperly made directly into these three accounts
include $7.8 million of WI investor deposits (highlighted in an orange box) and $128,000 of RI
investor deposits. The $778,000 paid for RI property acquisition costs from these three accounts
is greater than the amount of RI investor deposits without accounting for comingled transfers
from other Breitling Entities' bank accounts. As such, WI investor deposits, comingled funds
transferred from other bank accounts, or other income must have been used to pay for RI
property acquisition costs.
13.

Similarly, $12.8 million of RI property acquisition costs were paid from two of

BRC general/operating bank accounts (identified as the second group of blue-gray boxes on
Exhibit 4). Investor deposits improperly made directly into these two accounts include $7,000 of

WI investor deposits (highlighted in an orange box) and $1.9 million of RI investor deposits. The
$12.8 million paid for RI property acquisition costs from these two accounts is greater than the
amount of RI investor deposits without accounting for comingled transfers from other Breitling
Entities' bank accounts. As such, WI investor deposits, comingled funds transferred from other
bank accounts, or other income must have been used to pay for RI property acquisition costs.
14.

Moreover, Veritas identified an example of a specific transaction where WI

monies were used to acquire RI property. Exhibit 5 illustrates an example in which WI investor
funds were used to pay for RI property acquisition costs. BRC purchased a portion of the Jonah
royalty interest property from ERG Resources, L.L.C. ("ERG"). As part of the payment schedule
for this acquisition, BRC wired ERG $500,000 on October 31, 2012. This wire was sent from a
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BOG/BECC (non-royalty) general/operating bank account. As of October 31, 2012 (the date of
the wire) the only deposits made into this bank account were from either Pumpkin Ridge WI
investor deposits ($1,653,000) or unknown sources ($105,000). Thus, BRC's payment to ERG
for Jonah RI property acquisition costs was made using at least $395,000 of WI investor funds. 2
15.

Based on my experience as a forensic accountant and my work in this matter,

without question, tens of millions of dollars of RI and WI investor monies were comingled
together in general operating accounts and incorrect Prospect bank accounts of the Breitling
Entities during the period of time that Chris Faulkner controlled the Breitling Entities. In
addition, Veritas found evidence that WI investor monies were used to acquire RI properties.
16.

Investors in Working Interest investments for oil and gas projects are eligible to

deduct Tangible and Intangible Drilling Costs incurred by the Operator of an oil and gas well.
While Royalty Interest investors are not eligible for these types of deductions, any such tax
deductions claimed by Working Interest investors should be accounted for and netted against the
claimed losses suffered by Working Interest investors. Negating the differing tax treatment
between investors in Working Interests and Royalty Interests of the Breitling Entities in the
Proof of Claims process, results in a commonly defined single class of investors based on
investment dollars.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed

on-=-a ~p-u
_' /_ g
~__J_'O_e2t.J_ __ __

2

Calculated as the payment made to ERG of $500,000 less unknown sources of deposits of $105,000.
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money transfers
occu rred between
BECC/ BOG, BRC,
Patriot, and Crude.

was transferred between
BECC/ BOG, BRC, Pat riot,
and Crude.

In tota l,
over $74 million

BOG/BECC

=

BOG/ BECC transferred
over $13 million
to BRC, Crude, and Patriot.

overSOO

In total ,

BOG/ BECC rece ived
over $42 million
from BRC, Crude, and Patriot.

Diagram of Money Transfers (January 2011 – February 2016)

Exhibit 1
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RI Investor
Deposits:
$0.178 M

General/Operating
Breitling Bank
Accounts (23)

Total Investor .
Money: $10.952 M

WI Investor
Deposits:
$10.773 M

RI Investor
Deposits:
$1.895 M

General/Operating
Breitling Royalty
Bank Accounts (8)

Total Investor .
Money: $2.025 M

WI Investor
Deposits:
$0.130 M

RI Investor
Deposits:
$0.825 M

WI-Prospect Bank
Accounts (37)

Total Investor .
Money: $70.318 M

WI Investor
Deposits:
$69.493 M

RI Investor
Deposits:
$65.447 M

RI-Prospect Bank
Accounts (15)

Total Investor .
Money: $66.156 M

WI Investor
Deposits:
$0.709 M

Breitling Comingled WI and RI Investor Money via
Deposits into Incorrect Bank Accounts

Exhibit 2:
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Total
Investor
Deposits:
$70.318 M

$0.455 M

WI-Prospect Bank
Accounts (37)

$1.500 M

$2.829 M

$0.141 M

$64.280 M

Total Investor
Deposits: $2.025 M

General/Operating
Breitling Royalty
Bank Accounts (8)

$21.864 M

$23.959 M

General/Operating
Breitling Bank
Accounts (23)

Total Investor
Deposits: $10.952 M

$38.066 M

$0.330 M

$15.835 M

$0.000 M

$1.463 M

RI-Prospect Bank
Accounts (15)

Breitling Comingled WI and RI Investor Money via
Transfers Between Breitling Bank Accounts

Exhibit 3:

Total
Investor
Deposits:
$66.156 M
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RI Investor Deposits:
$21.300 M

WI Investor Deposits:
$10.015 M

Account Name: BREITLING ROYALTIES
OPERATING ACCOUNT (COMPASS)

RI Investor Deposits:
$1.895 M

Account Name: BREITLING ROYALTIES
/ JEBEDIAH II (WFB)

Account Name: BREITLING ROYALTIES
B-R JEBEDIAH (WFB)

RI-Prospect Bank Accounts
Account Name: BREITLING ROYALTIES
JERICHO (COMPASS)

General/Operating Breitling Royalty Bank Accounts
Account Name: BREITLING ROYALTIES
CORPORATION (WFB)

Account Name: SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
INC. (COMPASS)

Account Name: BREITLING OIL & GAS
CORP. (COMPASS)

WI Investor Deposits:
$0.007 M

RI Investor Deposits:
$0.128 M

WI Investor Deposits:
$7.778 M

General/Operating Breitling Bank Accounts
Account Name: BREITLING OIL AND
GAS CORPORATION (WFB)

$2.000 M

$0.700 M

$8.500 M

$12.068 M

$0.709 M

$0.228 M

$0.500 M

$0.050 M

$ 24.8 M

Royalty
Interest
Property
Owners

Royalty interest property acquisition
costs/payments exceed RI Investor deposits.
As such, WI Investor deposits, comingled
funds transfers from other Breitling bank
accounts, or other income must have been
used to pay for royalty interest property
acquisition costs.

Breitling Used Comingled WI and RI Investor Monies to
Purchase Royalty Interest Properties

Exhibit 4:
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Exhibit 5:
Breitling Used Comingled WI and RI Investor Monies to
Purchase Royalty Interest Properties
Deposits as of October 31, 2012
WI Investor Deposits:
$1.653 M
Unknown Deposits:
$0.105 M

Account Name: BREITLING OIL & GAS
CORP. (COMPASS)

MIF AMOUNT
-

Amount

Account No
Beneficiary
Wire Date

IMAD
Originator
MID
OMAD

$0.500 M

i

ERG Resources, L.L.C.
for Jonah Royalty
Interest Property
Acquisition

500,000.00
500 000 ,00

1572
erg resources
10/31/2012 12:00:00AM
20121031F2QCZ60C003328
BREITLING O IL & GAS CORP
121031152453RLBS
20121031 B108021R0335141031 1646FT03
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,
v.
CHRISTOPHER A. FAULKNER,
BREITLING ENERGY
CORPORATION, JEREMY S.
WAGERS, JUDSON F. (“RICK”)
HOOVER, PARKER R. HALLAM,
JOSEPH SIMO, DUSTIN MICHAEL
MILLER RODRIGUEZ, BETH C.
HANDKINS, GILBERT STEEDLEY,
BREITLING OIL & GAS
CORPORATION, CRUDE ENERGY,
LLC, PATRIOT ENERGY, INC.,
Defendants,
and
TAMRA M. FREEDMAN and
JETMIR AHMEDI,
Relief Defendants.
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Case No.: 3:16-cv-01735-D

DECLARATION OF SCOTT COX

I, Scott Cox, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury, in accordance with 28 U.S.C. §
1746, that the following is true and correct, that I have personal knowledge of the matters stated
herein, and that, if called as a witness, I could and would testify competently about these matters.
1.

In or about July 2013, I became employed by the Breitling Energy Companies

(“Breitling”) as Vice President of Land. My employment subsumed the activities of the
Receivership Entities, Breitling Royalties Corporation (“BRC”) and Breitling Oil and Gas

R_SUPP_APP 012
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(“BOG”). Prior to my employment with Breitling, I had been employed as a landman in the oil
and gas industry for at least ten years.
2.

As Vice President for Land at Breitling, I was involved in the acquisition of oil and

gas assets including royalty interests (BRC) and the conveyance of royalty interests associated
with BRC’s offerings to investors. I was also involved in the tracking and management of working
interests associated with BOG’s offerings to investors.
3.

At the commencement of my employment at Breitling, I was tasked with attempting

to document conveyance of royalty interests to investors in the BRC offerings. The BRC offerings
purportedly entitled investors to conveyances proportionate to their investments. The BRC
offerings had commenced in or about 2010. Notwithstanding the stated entitlement to
conveyances, by the time I commenced my employment, no conveyances of royalty interests to
investors had been effected.
4.

Per instructions of Breitling management, I prepared conveyances per spreadsheets

detailing each investor’s purported share of the underlying assets. I made no calculation of the
percentage entitlement of each investor vis-a-vis the actual percentage interest acquired by
Breitling in connection with the respective offerings.
5.

The calculation of interests purportedly conveyed to investors assumed that

Breitling had acquired 100% of the underlying interests. After preparation of the conveyances as
described hereinabove, conveyances were sent to various counties for recording.
6.

Although conveyances were prepared and recorded as described, investors were not

placed “in pay” by the oil and gas operators involved. Per management agreements embodied in
the offerings, revenue was paid to and received by Breitling entities. Breitling then purported to
calculate each investor’s entitlement and remitted funds to investors.

Page 2
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The investors’ respective entitlements were tracked on spreadsheets maintained by

Beth Handkins, a defendant in the present action, under the supervision of Chris Faulkner.
8.

I was not asked to and did not attempt to match the amounts paid per the

spreadsheets to the purported conveyances. Nor was I asked to and did not make any attempt to
reconcile the amounts reflected on the spreadsheets with what was actually owned by BRC or other
Breitling entities.
9.

In the course of my employment in the latter part of 2013, I learned that the sum of

the percentage interests conveyed to investors were in excess of the percentage interest owned by
Breitling in the underlying properties. In substance, BRC had “over-conveyed” the interests to
investors.
10.

Jan Howland was an outside vendor who was engaged to provide bookkeeping

services with regard to payments by Breitling to both working interest and royalty interest
investors. Rick Hoover, a defendant in the present action, was chief financial officer of the
Breitling entities. In or about December 2013, Breitling’s outside auditors were engaged in
auditing Breitling’s financial statements. On or about December 6, 2013, I received an email
(Exhibit 1) from Hoover, addressed to me and Handkins, indicating, per the auditors, that the
Jonah, Josiah and Jedediah royalty interest offerings had been over-sold. By email on December
9, 2013 to Handkins and later forwarded to me, Howland confirmed that Josiah and Jonah
were over-conveyed. Howland also advised that Breitling had been making direct payments to
cover the overages and to provide payments to investors commensurate with the purported
interests.
11.

In or about 2014, because of my ongoing involvement in the conveyance of royalty

interests to investors, I confronted Breitling management with respect to the issue. Hallam

Page 3
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responded that the over-conveyancing could be rectified somehow by movement of additional
interests owned by Breitling.
12.

In connection with my analysis of the over-conveyancing issue, I received and

reviewed an additional email on May 14, 2014 (Exhibit 2) confirming over-selling which
caused over-conveyancing in the Jericho and Joshua royalty interest offerings.
13.

Based upon the foregoing facts which came to my attention with respect to over-

conveyancing of the royalty interests, I determined to cease issuing the purported conveyances to
investors. Since it had become clear to me that Breitling had previously issues inaccurate
conveyances, I determined not to facilitate additional inaccurate conveyances.
14.

Since royalty payments were being made to investors, at least in part, from

Breitling’s resources rather than from actual, specific royalty revenues, the failure of Breitling
would, in effect, cause the revenue stream to fail. In this regard, I began to receive correspondence
complaining about Breitling’s failure to make payments on acquisitions as agreed. I learned that
Breitling had failed to acquire the entire royalty interest purportedly underlying the Babylon
royalty interest offering based upon failure to make payments on the owner financing of the
acquisition.
15.

After the creation of Crude (and subsequently Patriot) the Breitling defendants

continued to sell royalty interest (and working interest) investments. In this regard, approximately
$5 million was raised in the Abraham/Liberty royalty interest offerings. To the best of my
knowledge, the purported underlying asset was never purchased. I did not prepare any conveyances
to investors in these royalty interest offerings. To the best of my knowledge no one at the Breitling
entities (including Crude and Patriot) prepared any conveyances to investors with respect to these
offerings.

Page 4
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By email dated March 31, 2015 (Exhibit 3), Howland re-confirmed that the

Babylon royalty interest offering was over-conveyed.
17.

By email dated August 18, 2015 (Exhibit 4), Howland indicated to me that she

could not conduct distributions for Abraham, Babylon or Liberty absent evidence regarding
allocation of percentage interests.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed
04/10/2020
on____________________________________________.

_____________________________________________
Scott Cox
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Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>

FW: FW: Breitling Royalties
Beth Handkins <bhandkins@crude.com>
To: Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>
Cc: Chris Faulkner <chris@breitlingenergy.com>

Mon,

Dec

9, 2013 at 1 :02 PM

Shall we forward to Rick?

Regards,

Beth Handkins
Crude Energy I Chief Operations Officer

CRUDE
1910 Pacific Ave, 7th Floor, Dallas, TX 75201
214-716-2200 (Main) I 214-716-2202 (Direct)
bhandkins@crude.com I www .crude.com

I

214-461-0459 (Fax)

� Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

INTERNET MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY
This E-mail is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S. C." 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.
This information is confidential information and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.

From: Jan Howland [mailto:howlandjan@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, December 9, 2013 12:40 PM
To: Beth Handkins
Subject: Re: FW: Breitling Royaltie�

EXHIBIT 1

Beth,
https://maiI .google.com/mail/?ui= 2&ik= 525874fb69&view= pt&q= oversold&qs=true&search=query&msg= 142d8bcfc8f88fba&si ml= 142d8bcfc8f881ba
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I do not know about the units because that information was not provided to me on Jonah, Josiah or Jeb I. What
I do know is that Jebediah is not oversold because we transferred Blue Shore Trust out of there. Josiah is
oversold by .000804 and Jonah is oversold by the additions of Onuwa and Grote for a total of .1381118. Every
month there is a direct pay by Breitling to cover the overage in Josiah and Jonah. I don't know how that
translates to units .

I hope this helps.

Jan

On Mon, Dec 9, 2013 at 1:33 PM , Beth Handkins <bhandkins@crude.com> wrote:
Is this correct on what we pay?

From: Rick [mailto:jhoover254@verizon. net]
Sent: Friday , December 6, 2013 9:46 AM
To: Beth Handkins; Scott Cox
Subject: Breitling Royalties

We are almost done with this process, we are now into the final points .

Jonah We could sell 11 units and we sold 12?
Josiah We could sell 25 units and we sold 28?
Jebediah We could sell 20 units and we sold 30?

In reference to the above JVs. It appears we sold more than the interest reflected in the reserve report . Do

we have anything support our acquisition of additional interest?

Thanks

Rick Hoover

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai 1/?ui= 2&ik= 525874fb69&view= pt&q= oversold&qs= lrue&search= query&m sg= 142d8bcfc8f88fba&si mI= 142d8bcfc8f88fba
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BREITLING

Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>

ENERGY

FW: Joshua and Jericho
Parker Hallam <phallam@crude.com>
To: howlandjan@gmail.com
Bee: scox@breitlingenergy.com

Wed, May 14, 2014 at 9:46 AM

Okay great !

Thanks,

Jan

From: Jan Howland [mailto: howlandjan@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:45 AM

To: Parker Hallam; Scott Cox; Beth Handkins
Subject: Re: Joshua and Jericho

Parker,

I've been working on them since yesterday and will have Jericho done shortly and Joshua later this afternoon.

With the addition of Glenn Linzheimer to Jericho, the prospect is now oversold. The total division of interest on
Jericho is 1.0026593. There are 7 additions to Joshua this month and it is now oversold as well. The total
division of interest on Joshua is 1.00060087.

As soon as I am ready to upload I will let you know the total distributions and request approval.

Thanks . Jan

On Wed, May 14, 2014 at 10:41 AM, Parker Hallam <phallam@crude.com> wrote:
Hello Jan,

How are we looking on getting these 2 distributions out today?

EXHIBIT 2

https :/Im ai I.google.com/mailn ui= 2&i k= 525874fb69&view=pt&q=oversold&qs=true&search=query&msg= 145fb32de8f4fd85&sim I= 145fb32de8f4fd85
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Regards,

Parker Hallam

Crude Energy

I

President

e

CRUDE
1910 Pacific Ave, 7th Floor, Dallas, TX 75201
I 214-716-2203 (Direct)
phallam@crude.com 1 www .crude.com

214-716-2200 (Main)

~

I

214-461 -0459 (Fax)

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

INTERNET MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY

This E-mail is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U .S. C." 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.
This information is confidential information and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.

htlps://mai I.google.com/m ail/?ui= 2&i k= 525874fb69&view= pt&q= oversold&qs=true&search= query&m sg= 145fb32deBf4fdB5&si ml= 145fb32de8f4fd85
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Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy .com>

ENERGY

Fwd: Big Tex
Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy .com>
To: Jim Hiza <jhiza@breitlingenergy.com>

Wed , Apr 23 , 2014 at 11 :49 AM

See attached
Please forgive any typos .
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jan Howland <howlandjan@gmail. com >
Date: April 7, 2014 at 1:58:48 PM CDT
To: Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com >
Subject: Re: Big Tex

Scott,
I've attached my balance check spreadsheet and my distribution spreadsheet for Big Tex . This
has always been a very difficult prospect because the prospect was over sold. There is a set of
investors that get paid directly from Breitling. They are listed on my balance check spreadsheet
as well as the distribution spreadsheet. On the distribution spreadsheet they are highlighted in
pink. There is a tab for every month we received a statement and subsequent disbursement.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Jan

On Mon, Apr 7 , 2014 at 12: 18 PM , Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy. com> wrote:
Jan, hope you had a good weekend . Can you get me a report of all revenue and disbursements
on the Big Tex 1 and 2? I need to know any and all revenue received and details thereto.

Regards,

Scott Cox

Breitling Energy

I

Vice President of Land

1910 Pacific; Ave, Suite 12000, Dallas, TX 75201
2 14-7 16-2600 (Main)

I 214-716-2080

(Direct)

I

214-279-7 181 (Fax)

scox@ breit lingenergy.com I w w w .breitlingenergy.com

.i-'J Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
https://mai l.google.com/m ail/?ui =2&i k= 5258741b69&vi ew =pt&q=oversold&qs=true&search=query&m sg=1 458f7daccb76d6d&siml= 1458t7daccb76d6d
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INTERNET MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY

This E-mail is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U. 5. C." 2510-2521 and 1s
legally privileged. This information is confidential information and is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If the reader of thi s message is not the intended recip ient, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this commun ication is strictly
prohibited.

3 attachments
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--- Forwarded message --From: "Jan Howland" <howlandjan@gmail.com>
Date: Jun 18, 2014 9:38 AM
Subject: Leafwing interest change
To: "Beth Handkins" <bhandkins@crude.com>, "Parker Hallam" <phallam@crude.com>
Cc:
Beth/Parker,

Just another issue with Leafwing. Plains lowered your interest percentage to .068125 from .073. You are
now overpaid on this prospect by 40%.

Jan

https://mai I .google.com/mail/?ui =2&i k= 525874fb69&view=pt&q=oversold&qs=true&search=query&msg= 146afe1 c8ce0bd34&si mI= 146afe1c8ce0bd34
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Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>

ENERGY

RE:Cottonwood
Parker Hallam <phallam@crude.com>
Tue , Jan 27, 2015 at 10:57 AM
To: Jan Howland <howlandjan@gmail.com> , Beth Handkins <bhandkins@crude.com>
Cc: scox@breitlingenergy.com

Lets track this down. Scott can you chime in on what is missing?

Parker

From: Jan Howland [mailto: howlandjan@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 10:32 AM
To: Parker Hallam; Beth Handkins
Subject: Cottonwood

Parker/Beth,

We did not run Cottonwood in December because I was never sent the statement from Mueller. I received a
statement dated 12/10/2014 yesterday. There should be a check/statement dated 01 / 10/ 2015 available but I do
not have it.

I've entered the revenue, LOE , mgmt fee and JC data charges for the information I do have. At this point the
total distribution is $7,337. 30 of which $5,339.31 is direct pay by Crude because this prospect is oversold. This
distribution is technically for December and January's rev/tax/loe etc should be run with this one.

Please advise if you want me to upload as is or if someone can get me the January 10th statement.

Thanks . Jan

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik= 525874fb69&view=pt&q= oversold&qs=true&search= query&msg= 14b2c5398168ed85&siml= 14b2c5398168ed85
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Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>

ENERGY

Fwd: Crude Energy and Crude Royalties
Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>
To: Jeremy Wagers <jwagers@breitlingenergy.com>

Tue, Mar 31, 2015 at 6:06 PM

FYI
Please forgive any typos.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Jan Howland <howlandjan@gmail.com>
Date: March 31, 2015 at 4:53:02 PM CDT
To: Scott Cox <scox@breitlingenergy.com>
Subject: Crude Energy and Crude Royalties

Scott,
Here are the reports for Crude.
I will finish working on the Gas & Oil prospects tonight and have them for you in the morning.
Nighthawk is sometimes referred to as Arbuckle. Babylon and Cottonwood are both oversold.
Jan

4 attachments
~

Babylon Dlstrlbutlons.xlsx

'c!J 38K
~

Red Wolf Dlstributlons.xlsx

'cJ 31K

!®I Cottonwood Dfstrlbutlons.xlsx
'2!I 23K
~

Nighthawk Dlstrlbutions.xlsx

'cl 41K

EXHIBIT 3
https://mail.google.com/mailnui=2&1k=5258741b69&view=pt&q=oversold&qs=true&search=query&msg=14c7215c30b024ee&slml=14c7215c30b024ee
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Scott Cox
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jan Howland
Tuesday, August 18, 2015 12:41 PM
Beth Handkins; Scott Cox
Halcon Checks

Beth/Scott,
I have been asking for a list of wells and the percentages paid on those wells so I can figure out how to allocate
the appropriate amount for Abraham, Babylon and Liberty from the Halcon checks. I was told the wells are the
same for each of these prospects. If this is the case then there has to be a percentage assigned to each prospect.
I need this info in order to allocate appropriately.
Abraham should go out this week but I won't distribute anything for Abraham, Babylon and /or Liberty until I
receive this list. Someone there has to be responsible for managing the deals with the operator for these
prospects and I should be told what the allocation for each prospect is. I should not have to continually ask for
this. It's essential for proper accounting and I need to be able to explain to the SEC or whoever else asks how I
am arriving at the distribution amounts.
Please advise as soon as possible
Thanks. Jan

1
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Introduction
This publication discusses common business
expenses and explains what is and is not deductible. The general rules for deducting business expenses are discussed in the opening
chapter. The chapters that follow cover specific
expenses and list other publications and forms
you may need.
Note. Section references within this publication are to the Internal Revenue Code and regulation references are to the Income Tax Regulations under the Code.
Comments and suggestions. We welcome
your comments about this publication and your
suggestions for future editions.
You can send us comments through
IRS.gov/FormComments. Or you can write to:
Internal Revenue Service
Tax Forms and Publications
1111 Constitution Ave. NW, IR-6526
Washington, DC 20224

Get forms and other information faster and easier at:

• IRS.gov (English)
• IRS.gov/Spanish (Español)
• IRS.gov/Chinese (中文)

Mar 4, 2020
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• IRS.gov/Korean (한국어)
• IRS.gov/Russian (Pусский)
• IRS.gov/Vietnamese (TiếngViệt)

Although we cannot respond individually to
each comment received, we do appreciate your
feedback and will consider your comments as
we revise our tax forms, instructions, and publications. We can’t answer tax questions sent to
the above address.
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operation (such as through sales of recovered
wastes). The federal certifying authority will describe the nature of the potential cost recovery.
You must then reduce the amortizable basis of
the facility by this potential recovery.
New identifiable treatment facility. A
new identifiable treatment facility is tangible depreciable property that is identifiable as a treatment facility. It doesn't include a building and its
structural components unless the building is exclusively a treatment facility.

Atmospheric pollution control facilities.
Certain atmospheric pollution control facilities
can be amortized over 84 months. To qualify,
the following must apply.
• The facility must be acquired and placed in
service after April 11, 2005. If acquired, the
original use must begin with you after April
11, 2005.
• The facility must be used in connection
with an electric generation plant or other
property placed in operation after December 31, 1975, that is primarily coal fired.
• If you construct, reconstruct, or erect the
facility, only the basis attributable to the
construction, reconstruction, or erection
completed after April 11, 2005, qualifies.
Basis reduction for corporations. A corporation must reduce the amortizable basis of a
pollution control facility by 20% before figuring
the amortization deduction.
More information. For more information on
the amortization of pollution control facilities,
see sections 169 and 291(c) and the related
regulations.

Research and
Experimental Costs
You can elect to amortize your research and experimental costs, deduct them as current business expenses, or write them off over a 10-year
period (see Optional write-off method below).
If you elect to amortize these costs, deduct
them in equal amounts over 60 months or more.
The amortization period begins the month you
first receive an economic benefit from the costs.
For a definition of “research and experimental costs” and information on deducting them as
current business expenses, see chapter 7.
Optional write-off method. Rather than amortize these costs or deduct them as a current
expense, you have the option of deducting
(writing off) research and experimental costs
ratably over a 10-year period beginning with the
tax year in which you incurred the costs. For
more information, see Optional Write-off of Certain Tax Preferences , later, and section 59(e).
Costs you can amortize. You can amortize
costs chargeable to a capital account (see
chapter 1) if you meet both of the following requirements.
• You paid or incurred the costs in your trade
or business.
• You aren't deducting the costs currently.
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How to make the election. To elect to amortize research and experimental costs, complete
Part VI of Form 4562 and attach it to your income tax return. Generally, you must file the return by the due date (including extensions).
However, if you timely filed your return for the
year without making the election, you can still
make the election by filing an amended return
within 6 months of the due date of the return
(excluding extensions). Attach Form 4562 to
the amended return and write “Filed pursuant to
section 301.9100-2” on Form 4562. File the
amended return at the same address you filed
the original return.
Your election is binding for the year it is
made and for all later years unless you obtain
approval from the IRS to change to a different
method.

Optional Write-off of
Certain Tax Preferences
You can elect to amortize certain tax preference
items over an optional period beginning in the
tax year in which you incurred the costs. If you
make this election, there is no AMT adjustment.
The applicable costs and the optional recovery
periods are as follows.
• Circulation costs—3 years.
• Intangible drilling and development
costs—60 months.
• Mining exploration and development
costs—10 years.
• Research and experimental costs—10
years.
How to make the election. To elect to amortize qualifying costs over the optional recovery
period, complete Part VI of Form 4562 and attach a statement containing the following information to your return for the tax year in which
the election begins.
• Your name, address, and taxpayer identification number.
• The type of cost and the specific amount of
the cost for which you are making the election.
Generally, the election must be made on a
timely filed return (including extensions) for the
tax year in which you incurred the costs. However, if you timely filed your return for the year
without making the election, you can still make
the election by filing an amended return within 6
months of the due date of the return (excluding
extensions). Attach Form 4562 to the amended
return and write “Filed pursuant to section
301.9100-2” on Form 4562. File the amended
return at the same address you filed the original
return.
Revoking the election. You must obtain consent from the IRS to revoke your election. Your
request to revoke the election must be submitted to the IRS in the form of a letter ruling before
the end of the tax year in which the optional recovery period ends. The request must contain
all of the information necessary to demonstrate
the rare and unusual circumstances that would
justify granting revocation. If the request for revocation is approved, any unamortized costs are
deductible in the year the revocation is effective.

9.
Depletion
Introduction
Depletion is the using up of natural resources
extracted from a mineral property by mining,
drilling, quarrying stone, or cutting timber. The
depletion deduction allows an owner or operator to account for the reduction of the mineral
property’s value or basis as a result of the extraction of the natural resource.
There are two ways of figuring depletion:
cost depletion and percentage depletion. For oil
and gas wells, mines, other natural deposits (including geothermal deposits), and mineral
property, you must generally use the method
that gives you the larger deduction. For standing timber, you must use cost depletion.

Topics

This chapter discusses:

• Who can claim depletion
• Mineral property
• Timber

Useful Items

You may want to see:
Publication
□ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of
544

Assets

□ 551 Basis of Assets
551

Form (and Instructions)
□ Schedule E (Form 1040 or 1040-SR)
Supplemental Income and Loss
□ Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) Partner's
Schedule K-1 (Form 1065)

Share of Income, Deductions,
Credits, etc.

□ Schedule K-1 (Form 1120-S)
Shareholder's Share of Income,
Deductions, Credits, etc.
Schedule K-1 (Form 1120-S)

□ 6198 At-Risk Limitations
6198

□ 8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations
8582

□ T (Timber) Forest Activities Schedule
T (Timber)

See chapter 12 for information about getting
publications and forms.

Who Can Claim
Depletion?
If you have an economic interest in mineral
property or standing timber, you can take a deduction for depletion. More than one person
can have an economic interest in the same mineral deposit or timber. In the case of leased
property, the depletion deduction is divided
between the lessor and the lessee.
Chapter 9
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You have an economic interest if both the
following apply.
• You have acquired by investment any interest in mineral deposits or standing timber.
• You have a legal right to income from the
extraction of the mineral or cutting of the
timber to which you must look for a return
of your capital investment.
A contractual relationship that allows you an
economic or monetary advantage from products of the mineral deposit or standing timber is
not, in itself, an economic interest.

Individuals, estates, and trusts who
claim depletion deductions may be liaCAUTION ble for the AMT. For tax years beginning after 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
section 12001, repealed the corporate AMT.

!

Basis adjustment for depletion. You must
reduce the basis of your property by the depletion allowed or allowable, whichever is greater,
but not below zero.

Mineral Property
Mineral property includes oil and gas wells,
mines, and other natural deposits (including geothermal deposits). For this purpose, the term
“property” means each separate interest you
own in each mineral deposit in each separate
tract or parcel of land. You can treat two or
more separate interests as one property or as
separate properties. See section 614 and the
related regulations for rules on how to treat separate mineral interests.
There are two ways of figuring depletion on
mineral property.
• Cost depletion.
• Percentage depletion.
Generally, you must use the method that gives
you the larger deduction. However, unless you
are an independent producer or royalty owner,
you generally cannot use percentage depletion
for oil and gas wells. See Oil and Gas Wells,
later.

Cost Depletion
To figure cost depletion, you must first determine the following.
• The property's basis for depletion.
• The total recoverable units of mineral in the
property's natural deposit.
• The number of units of mineral sold during
the tax year.
Basis for depletion. To figure the property's
basis for depletion, subtract all the following
from the property's adjusted basis.
1. Amounts recoverable through:
a. Depreciation deductions,
b. Deferred expenses (including deferred exploration and development
costs), and
c. Deductions other than depletion.
2. The residual value of land and improvements at the end of operations.
Page 36
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3. The cost or value of land acquired for purposes other than mineral production.

Adjusted basis. The adjusted basis of
your property is your original cost or other basis, plus certain additions and improvements,
and minus certain deductions such as depletion
allowed or allowable and casualty losses. Your
adjusted basis can never be less than zero. See
Pub. 551 for more information on adjusted basis.
Total recoverable units. The total recoverable units is the sum of the following.
• The number of units of mineral remaining
at the end of the year (including units recovered but not sold).
• The number of units of mineral sold during
the tax year (determined under your
method of accounting, as explained next).
You must estimate or determine recoverable
units (tons, pounds, ounces, barrels, thousands
of cubic feet, or other measure) of mineral products using the current industry method and the
most accurate and reliable information you can
obtain. You must include ores and minerals that
are developed, in sight, blocked out, or assured. You must also include probable or prospective ores or minerals that are believed to
exist based on good evidence. But see Elective
safe harbor for owners of oil and gas property,
later.
Number of units sold during the tax year.
You determine the number of units sold during
the tax year based on your method of accounting. Use the following table to make this determination.
IF you
use ...

THEN the units sold during
the tax year are ...

the cash method
of accounting

the units sold for which you
receive payment during the tax
year (regardless of the year of
sale).

an accrual
method of
accounting

the units sold based on your
inventories and method of
accounting for inventory.

The number of units sold during the tax year
does not include any for which depletion deductions were allowed or allowable in earlier years.
Figuring the cost depletion deduction.
Once you have figured your property's basis for
depletion, the total recoverable units, and the
number of units sold during the tax year, you
can figure your cost depletion deduction by taking the following steps.
Step
1

2

Action

Result

Divide your property's
basis for depletion by
total recoverable units.

Depletion unit.

Multiply the depletion
unit by units sold
during the tax year.

Cost depletion
deduction.

You must keep accounts for the depletion of
each property and adjust these accounts each
year for units sold and depletion claimed.

Elective safe harbor for owners of oil and
gas property. Instead of using the method described earlier to determine the total recoverable units, you can use an elective safe harbor. If
you choose the elective safe harbor, the total
recoverable units equal 105% of a property's
proven reserves (both developed and undeveloped). For details, see Revenue Procedure
2004-19 on page 563 of I.R.B. 2004-10, available at IRS.gov/irb/2004-10_IRB/RP-2004-19.
To make the election, attach a statement to
your timely filed (including extensions) original
return for the first tax year for which the safe
harbor is elected. The statement must indicate
that you are electing the safe harbor provided
by Revenue Procedure 2004-19. The election, if
made, is effective for the tax year in which it is
made and all later years. It cannot be revoked
for the tax year in which it is elected, but may be
revoked in a later year. Once revoked, it cannot
be re-elected for the next 5 years.

Percentage Depletion
To figure percentage depletion, you multiply a
certain percentage, specified for each mineral,
by your gross income from the property during
the tax year.
The rates to be used and other rules for oil
and gas wells are discussed later under Independent Producers and Royalty Owners and
under Natural Gas Wells. Rates and other rules
for percentage depletion of other specific minerals are found later under Mines and Geothermal
Deposits.
Gross income. When figuring percentage depletion, subtract from your gross income from
the property the following amounts.
• Any rents or royalties you paid or incurred
for the property.
• The part of any bonus you paid for a lease
on the property allocable to the product
sold (or that otherwise gives rise to gross
income) for the tax year.
A bonus payment includes amounts you paid as
a lessee to satisfy a production payment retained by the lessor.
Use the following fraction to figure the part
of the bonus you must subtract.
No. of units sold in the tax year
Recoverable units from the property

×

Bonus
Payments

For oil and gas wells and geothermal deposits, more information about the definition of
gross income from the property is under Oil and
Gas Wells, later. For other property, more information about the definition of gross income
from the property is under Mines and Geothermal Deposits, later.
Taxable income limit. The percentage depletion deduction generally cannot be more than
50% (100% for oil and gas property) of your taxable income from the property figured without
the depletion deduction and the domestic production activities deduction.
Taxable income from the property means
gross income from the property minus all allowable deductions (except any deduction for depletion or domestic production activities) attributable to mining processes, including mining
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transportation. These deductible items include,
but are not limited to, the following.
• Operating expenses.
• Certain selling expenses.
• Administrative and financial overhead.
• Depreciation.
• Intangible drilling and development costs.
• Exploration and development expenditures.
• Deductible taxes (see chapter 5), but not
taxes that you capitalize or take as a credit.
• Losses sustained.

The following rules apply when figuring your
taxable income from the property for purposes
of the taxable income limit.
• Do not deduct any NOL deduction from the
gross income from the property.
• Corporations do not deduct charitable contributions from the gross income from the
property.
• If, during the year, you dispose of an item
of section 1245 property that was used in
connection with mineral property, reduce
any allowable deduction for mining expenses by the part of any gain you must report
as ordinary income that is allocable to the
mineral property. See section 1.613-5(b)
(1) of the regulations for information on
how to figure the ordinary gain allocable to
the property.

Oil and Gas Wells
You cannot claim percentage depletion for an
oil or gas well unless at least one of the following applies.
• You are either an independent producer or
a royalty owner.
• The well produces one of the following:
regulated natural gas, natural gas sold under a fixed contract, or natural gas from geopressured brine.
If you are an independent producer or royalty owner, see Independent Producers and
Royalty Owners next.
For information on the depletion deduction
for wells that produce regulated natural gas,
natural gas sold under a fixed contract, or natural gas from geopressured brine, see Natural
Gas Wells, later.

Independent Producers and
Royalty Owners
If you are an independent producer or royalty
owner, you figure percentage depletion using a
rate of 15% of the gross income from the property based on your average daily production of
domestic crude oil or domestic natural gas up to
your depletable oil or natural gas quantity. However, an independent producer or royalty owner
that also acts as a retailer or refiner may be excluded from claiming percentage depletion. For
information on figuring the deduction, see Figuring percentage depletion, later.
Refiners who cannot claim percentage depletion. You cannot claim percentage depletion if you or a related person refines crude oil
and you and the related person refined more
than 75,000 barrels on any day during the tax
year based on average (rather than actual) daily
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refinery runs for the tax year. The average daily
refinery run is figured by dividing total refinery
runs for the tax year by the total number of days
in the tax year.

Related person. To determine if you and
another person are related persons, see Related person under Refiners who cannot claim
percentage depletion, earlier.

Related person. You and another person
are related persons if either of you holds a significant ownership interest in the other person
or if a third person holds a significant ownership
interest in both of you.

Sales through a related person. You are
considered to be selling oil or natural gas (or a
product derived therefrom) through a related
person if any sale by the related person produces gross income from which you may benefit
because of your direct or indirect ownership interest in the related person.
You are not considered to be selling oil or
natural gas (or a product derived therefrom)
through a related person who is a retailer if all
the following apply.
• You do not own a significant ownership interest in the retailer.
• You sell your production to persons who
are not related to either you or the retailer.
• The retailer does not buy oil or natural gas
from your customers or persons related to
your customers.
• There are no arrangements for the retailer
to acquire oil or natural gas you produced
for resale or made available for purchase
by the retailer.
• Neither you nor the retailer knows of or
controls the final disposition of the oil or
natural gas you sold or the original source
of the petroleum products the retailer acquired for resale.

For example, a corporation, partnership, estate, or trust and anyone who holds a significant
ownership interest in it are related persons. A
partnership and a trust are related persons if
one person holds a significant ownership interest in each of them.
For purposes of the related person rules,
significant ownership interest means direct or
indirect ownership of 5% or more in any one of
the following.

• The value of the outstanding stock of a
corporation.

• The interest in the profits or capital of a
partnership.

• The beneficial interests in an estate or
trust.

Any interest owned by or for a corporation,
partnership, trust, or estate is considered to be
owned directly both by itself and proportionately
by its shareholders, partners, or beneficiaries.
Retailers who cannot claim percentage depletion. You cannot claim percentage depletion if both the following apply.
1. You sell oil or natural gas or their by-products directly or through a related person in
any of the following situations.
a. Through a retail outlet operated by
you or a related person.
b. To any person who is required under
an agreement with you or a related
person to use a trademark, trade
name, or service mark or name
owned by you or a related person in
marketing or distributing oil, natural
gas, or their byproducts.
c. To any person given authority under
an agreement with you or a related
person to occupy any retail outlet
owned, leased, or controlled by you or
a related person.
2. The combined gross receipts from sales
(not counting resales) of oil, natural gas, or
their by-products by all retail outlets taken
into account in (1) are more than $5 million
for the tax year.
For the purpose of determining if this rule
applies, do not count the following.
• Bulk sales (sales in very large quantities)
of oil or natural gas to commercial or industrial users.
• Bulk sales of aviation fuels to the Department of Defense.
• Sales of oil or natural gas or their by-products outside the United States if none of
your domestic production or that of a related person is exported during the tax year
or the prior tax year.

Transferees who cannot claim percentage
depletion. You cannot claim percentage depletion if you received your interest in a proven
oil or gas property by transfer after 1974 and
before October 12, 1990. For a definition of the
term “transfer,” see section 1.613A-7(n) of the
regulations. For a definition of the term “interest
in proven oil or gas property,” see section
1.613A-7(p) of the regulations.
Figuring percentage depletion. Generally,
as an independent producer or royalty owner,
you figure your percentage depletion by figuring
your average daily production of domestic oil or
gas and comparing it to your depletable oil or
gas quantity. If your average daily production
does not exceed your depletable oil or gas
quantity, you figure your percentage depletion
by multiplying the gross income from the oil or
gas property (as defined under Gross income
from the property, later) by 15% (0.15). If your
average daily production of domestic oil or gas
exceeds your depletable oil or gas quantity, you
must make an allocation as explained later under Average daily production.
In addition, there is a limit on the percentage
depletion deduction. See Taxable income limit,
later.
Average daily production. Figure your average daily production by dividing your total domestic production of oil or gas for the tax year
by the number of days in your tax year.
Partial interest. If you have a partial interest in the production from a property, figure
your share of the production by multiplying total
production from the property by your percentage participation in the revenues from the property.
You have a partial interest in the production
from a property if you have a net profits interest
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in the property. To figure the share of production for your net profits interest, you must first
determine your percentage participation (as
measured by the net profits) in the gross revenue from the property. To figure this percentage, you divide the income you receive for your
net profits interest by the gross revenue from
the property. Then multiply the total production
from the property by your percentage participation to figure your share of the production.

Example. Javier Robles owns oil property
in which Pablo Olmos owns a 20% net profits
interest. During the year, the property produced
10,000 barrels of oil, which Javier sold for
$200,000. Javier had expenses of $90,000 attributable to the property. The property generated a net profit of $110,000 ($200,000 −
$90,000). Pablo received income of $22,000
($110,000 × 20% (0.20)) for his net profits interest.
Pablo determined his percentage participation to be 11% by dividing $22,000 (the income
he received) by $200,000 (the gross revenue
from the property). Pablo determined his share
of the oil production to be 1,100 barrels (10,000
barrels × 11% (0.11)).
Depletable oil or natural gas quantity. Generally, your depletable oil quantity is 1,000 barrels. Your depletable natural gas quantity is
6,000 cubic feet multiplied by the number of
barrels of your depletable oil quantity that you
choose to apply. If you claim depletion on both
oil and natural gas, you must reduce your depletable oil quantity (1,000 barrels) by the number of barrels you use to figure your depletable
natural gas quantity.
Example. You have both oil and natural
gas production. To figure your depletable natural gas quantity, you choose to apply 360 barrels of your 1,000-barrel depletable oil quantity.
Your depletable natural gas quantity is 2.16 million cubic feet of gas (360 × 6,000). You must
reduce your depletable oil quantity to 640 barrels (1,000 – 360).
If you have production from marginal wells,
see section 613A(c)(6) to figure your depletable
oil or natural gas quantity. Also, see Notice
2019-38,
available
at
IRS.gov/irb/
2019-23_IRB#NOT-2019-38.
Business entities and family members.
You must allocate the depletable oil or gas
quantity among the following related persons in
proportion to each business entity's or family
member's production of domestic oil or gas for
the year.
• Corporations, trusts, and estates if 50% or
more of the beneficial interest is owned by
the same or related persons (considering
only persons that own at least 5% of the
beneficial interest).
• You and your spouse and minor children.
A related person is anyone mentioned in the related persons discussion under Nondeductible
loss in chapter 2 of Pub. 544, except that for
purposes of this allocation, item (1) in that discussion includes only an individual, his or her
spouse, and minor children.
Controlled group of corporations. Members of the same controlled group of
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corporations are treated as one taxpayer when
figuring the depletable oil or natural gas quantity. They share the depletable quantity. A controlled group of corporations is defined in section 1563(a), except that, for this purpose, the
stock ownership requirement in that definition is
“more than 50%” rather than “at least 80%.”

Gross income from the property. For purposes of percentage depletion, gross income from
the property (in the case of oil and gas wells) is
the amount you receive from the sale of the oil
or gas in the immediate vicinity of the well. If
you do not sell the oil or gas on the property but
manufacture or convert it into a refined product
before sale, or transport it before sale, the gross
income from the property is the representative
market or field price (RMFP) of the oil or gas
before conversion or transportation.
If you sold gas after you removed it from the
premises for a price that is lower than the
RMFP, determine gross income from the property for percentage depletion purposes without
regard to the RMFP.
Gross income from the property does not include lease bonuses, advance royalties, or
other amounts payable without regard to production from the property.
Average daily production exceeds depletable quantities. If your average daily production for the year is more than your depletable oil
or natural gas quantity, figure your allowance for
depletion for each domestic oil or natural gas
property as follows.
1. Figure your average daily production of oil
or natural gas for the year.
2. Figure your depletable oil or natural gas
quantity for the year.
3. Figure depletion for all oil or natural gas
produced from the property using a percentage depletion rate of 15% (0.15).
4. Multiply the result figured in (3) by a fraction, the numerator of which is the result
figured in (2) and the denominator of
which is the result figured in (1). This is
your depletion allowance for that property
for the year.
Taxable income limit. If you are an independent producer or royalty owner of oil and gas,
your deduction for percentage depletion is limited to the smaller of the following.
• 100% of your taxable income from the
property figured without the deduction for
depletion and the deduction for qualified
business income under section 199A. For
a definition of taxable income from the
property, see Taxable income limit, earlier,
under Mineral Property.
• 65% of your taxable income for the year
figured without the deduction for depletion,
the deduction for qualified business income, any net operating loss carryback to
the tax year under section 172, any capital
loss carryback to the tax year under section 1212, and in the case of a trust, any
distribution to its beneficiary (with certain
exceptions).
You can carry over to the following year any
amount you cannot deduct because of the
65%-of-taxable-income limit. Add it to your de-

pletion allowance (before applying any limits)
for the following year.

Partnerships and S Corporations
Generally, each partner or S corporation shareholder, and not the partnership or S corporation, figures the depletion allowance separately.
Each partner or shareholder must decide
whether to use cost or percentage depletion. If
a partner or shareholder uses percentage depletion, he or she must apply the 65%-of-taxable-income limit using his or her taxable income
from all sources.
Partner's or shareholder's adjusted basis.
The partnership or S corporation must allocate
to each partner or shareholder his or her share
of the adjusted basis of each oil or gas property
held by the partnership or S corporation. The
partnership or S corporation makes the allocation as of the date it acquires the oil or gas
property.
Each partner's share of the adjusted basis of
the oil or gas property is generally figured according to that partner's interest in partnership
capital. However, in some cases, it is figured
according to the partner's interest in partnership
income.
The partnership or S corporation adjusts the
partner's or shareholder's share of the adjusted
basis of the oil and gas property for any capital
expenditures made for the property and for any
change in partnership or S corporation interests.
Recordkeeping. Each partner or
shareholder must separately keep reRECORDS cords of his or her share of the adjusted basis in each oil and gas property of the
partnership or S corporation. The partner or
shareholder must reduce his or her adjusted
basis by the depletion allowed or allowable on
the property each year. The partner or shareholder must use that reduced adjusted basis to
figure cost depletion, or his or her gain or loss, if
the partnership or S corporation disposes of the
property.
Reporting the deduction. Information that
you, as a partner or shareholder, use to figure
your depletion deduction on oil and gas properties is reported by the partnership or S corporation on Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) or on Schedule K-1 (Form 1120-S). Deduct oil and gas
depletion for your partnership or S corporation
interest on Schedule E (Form 1040 or
1040-SR). The depletion deducted on Schedule E is included in figuring income or loss from
rental real estate or royalty properties. The Instructions for Schedule E (Form 1040 or
1040-SR) explain where to report this income or
loss and whether you need to file either of the
following forms.
• Form 6198.
• Form 8582.

Natural Gas Wells
You can use percentage depletion for a well
that produces natural gas that is either:
• Regulated natural gas,
• Sold under a fixed contract, or
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• Produced from geopressured brine.

Regulated natural gas. Regulated natural gas
qualifies for a percentage depletion rate of 22%.
Regulated natural gas is domestic natural gas
produced and sold by the producer before July
1, 1976, and is regulated by the Federal Power
Commission. The price for regulated gas cannot be adjusted to reflect any increase in the
seller’s tax liability because of the repeal of percentage depletion for gas. Price increases after
February 1, 1975, are presumed to take the increase in tax liability into account unless demonstrated otherwise by clear and convincing
evidence.
Natural gas sold under a fixed contract.
Natural gas sold under a fixed contract qualifies
for a percentage depletion rate of 22%. Natural
gas sold under a fixed contract is domestic natural gas sold by the producer under a contract
that does not provide for a price increase to reflect any increase in the seller's tax liability because of the repeal of percentage depletion for
gas. The contract must have been in effect from
February 1, 1975, until the date of sale of the
gas. Price increases after February 1, 1975, are
presumed to take the increase in tax liability into
account unless demonstrated otherwise by
clear and convincing evidence.
Natural gas from geopressured brine.
Qualified natural gas from geopressured brine
is eligible for a percentage depletion rate of
10%. This is natural gas that is both the following.
• Produced from a well you began to drill after September 1978 and before 1984.
• Determined in accordance with section
503 of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978
to be produced from geopressured brine.

Mines and Geothermal
Deposits
Certain mines, oil and gas wells, and other natural deposits, including geothermal deposits,
qualify for percentage depletion.
Mines, oil and gas wells, and other natural
deposits. The percentage of your gross income from the property that you can deduct as
depletion depends on the type of deposit.
See section 613(b) and Regulations section
1.613-2 for the percentage depletion rates.
Corporate deduction for iron ore and
coal. The percentage depletion deduction of a
corporation for iron ore and coal (including lignite) is reduced by 20% (0.20) of:
• The percentage depletion deduction for
the tax year (figured without this reduction), minus
• The adjusted basis of the property at the
close of the tax year (figured without the
depletion deduction for the tax year).
Gross income from the property. For property other than a geothermal deposit or an oil or
gas well, gross income from the property
means the gross income from mining. Mining
includes all the following.
• Extracting ores or minerals from the
ground.
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• Applying certain treatment processes de-

scribed later.
• Transporting ores or minerals (generally,
not more than 50 miles) from the point of
extraction to the plants or mills in which the
treatment processes are applied.
Excise tax. Gross income from mining includes the separately stated excise tax received by a mine operator from the sale of coal
to compensate the operator for the excise tax
the mine operator must pay to finance black
lung benefits.
Extraction. Extracting ores or minerals
from the ground includes extraction by mine
owners or operators of ores or minerals from
the waste or residue of prior mining. This does
not apply to extraction from waste or residue of
prior mining by the purchaser of the waste or
residue or the purchaser of the rights to extract
ores or minerals from the waste or residue.
Treatment processes. The processes included as mining depend on the ore or mineral
mined. To qualify as mining, the treatment processes must be applied by the mine owner or
operator. For a listing of treatment processes
considered as mining, see section 613(c)(4)
and the related regulations.
Transportation of more than 50 miles. If
ore or mineral must be transported more than
50 miles to plants or mills to be treated because
of physical and other requirements, the additional authorized transportation may be considered mining and included in the calculation of
gross income from mining if authorized by the
IRS.
If you wish to include transportation of
more than 50 miles in the calculation of
gross income from mining, request an
advance ruling from the IRS. Include in the request the facts about the physical and other requirements that prevented the construction and
operation of the plant (in which mining processes are applied) within 50 miles of the point
of extraction. For more information about requesting an advance ruling, see Revenue Procedure 2019-1, available at IRS.gov/irb/
2019-01_IRB#RP-2019-01.
Disposal of coal or iron ore. You cannot take
a depletion deduction for coal (including lignite)
or iron ore mined in the United States if both the
following apply.
• You disposed of it after holding it for more
than 1 year.
• You disposed of it under a contract under
which you retain an economic interest in
the coal or iron ore.
Treat any gain on the disposition as a capital
gain.
Disposal to related person. This rule
does not apply if you dispose of the coal or iron
ore to one of the following persons.
• A related person (as listed in chapter 2 of
Pub. 544).
• A person owned or controlled by the same
interests that own or control you.
Geothermal deposits. Geothermal deposits
located in the United States or its possessions
qualify for a percentage depletion rate of 15%.

A geothermal deposit is a geothermal reservoir
of natural heat stored in rocks or in a watery liquid or vapor (whether or not under pressure).
For percentage depletion purposes, a geothermal deposit is not considered a gas well.
Figure gross income from the property for a
geothermal steam well in the same way as for
oil and gas wells. See Gross income from the
property, earlier, under Oil and Gas Wells. Percentage depletion on a geothermal deposit cannot be more than 50% of your taxable income
from the property.

Lessor's Gross Income
In the case of leased property, the depletion deduction is divided between the lessor and the
lessee.
A lessor's gross income from the property
that qualifies for percentage depletion usually is
the total of the royalties received from the lease.
Bonuses and advanced royalties. Bonuses
and advanced royalties are payments a lessee
makes before production to a lessor for the
grant of rights in a lease or for minerals, gas, or
oil to be extracted from leased property. If you
are the lessor, your income from bonuses and
advanced royalties received is subject to an allowance for depletion, as explained in the next
two paragraphs.
Figuring cost depletion. To figure cost
depletion on a bonus, multiply your adjusted basis in the property by a fraction, the numerator
of which is the bonus and the denominator of
which is the total bonus and royalties expected
to be received. To figure cost depletion on advanced royalties, use the calculation explained
earlier under Cost Depletion, treating the number of units for which the advanced royalty is received as the number of units sold.
Figuring percentage depletion. In the
case of mines, wells, and other natural deposits
other than gas, oil, or geothermal property, you
may use the percentage rates discussed earlier
under Mines and Geothermal Deposits. Any bonus or advanced royalty payments are generally part of the gross income from the property
to which the rates are applied in making the calculation. However, for oil, gas, or geothermal
property, gross income does not include lease
bonuses, advanced royalties, or other amounts
payable without regard to production from the
property.
Ending the lease. If you receive a bonus
on a lease that ends or is abandoned before
you derive any income from mineral extraction
or the cutting of timber, include in income the
depletion deduction you took on the bonus. Do
this for the year the lease ends or is abandoned. Also, increase your adjusted basis in the
property to restore the depletion deduction you
previously subtracted.
For advanced royalties, include in income
the depletion claimed on minerals for which the
advanced royalties were paid if the minerals
were not produced or any timber cut before the
lease ended. Include this amount in income for
the year the lease ends. Increase your adjusted
basis in the property by the amount you include
in income.
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Delay rentals. These are payments for deferring development of the property. Since delay
rentals are ordinary rent, they are ordinary income to the payee that is not subject to depletion. These rentals can be avoided by either
abandoning the lease, beginning development
operations, or obtaining production.

Timber
You can figure timber depletion only by the cost
method. Percentage depletion does not apply
to timber. Base your depletion on your cost or
other basis in the timber. Your cost does not include the cost of land or any amounts recoverable through depreciation.
Depletion takes place when you cut standing timber. You can figure your depletion deduction when the quantity of cut timber is first
accurately measured in the process of exploitation.
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When to claim depletion. Claim your depletion allowance as a deduction in the year of sale
or other disposition of the products cut from the
timber, unless you choose to treat the cutting of
timber as a sale or exchange (explained below).
Include allowable depletion for timber products
not sold during the tax year the timber is cut as
a cost item in the closing inventory of timber
products for the year. The inventory is your basis for determining gain or loss in the tax year
you sell the timber products.

Example. The facts are the same as in the
previous example, except that you sold only
half of the timber products in the cutting year.
You would deduct $20,000 of the $40,000 depletion that year. You would add the remaining
$20,000 depletion to your closing inventory of
timber products.

Depletion unit. You figure your depletion
unit each year by taking the following steps.

Electing to treat the cutting of timber as a
sale or exchange. You can elect, under certain circumstances, to treat the cutting of timber
held for more than 1 year as a sale or exchange. You must make the election on your income tax return for the tax year to which it applies. If you make this election, subtract the
adjusted basis for depletion from the FMV of
the timber on the first day of the tax year in
which you cut it to figure the gain or loss on the
cutting. You generally report the gain as
long-term capital gain. The FMV then becomes
your basis for figuring your ordinary gain or loss
on the sale or other disposition of the products
cut from the timber. For more information, see
Timber in chapter 2 of Pub. 544.
You may revoke an election to treat the cutting of timber as a sale or exchange without the
IRS's consent. The prior election (and revocation) is disregarded for purposes of making a
subsequent election. See Form T (Timber) for
more information.

1. Determine your cost or adjusted basis of
the timber on hand at the beginning of the
year. Adjusted basis is defined under Cost
Depletion in the discussion on Mineral
Property, earlier.

Form T (Timber). Complete and attach Form
T (Timber) to your income tax return if you claim
a deduction for timber depletion, choose to treat
the cutting of timber as a sale or exchange, or
make an outright sale of timber.

Figuring cost depletion. To figure your cost
depletion allowance, you multiply the number of
timber units cut by your depletion unit.
Timber units. When you acquire timber
property, you must make an estimate of the
quantity of marketable timber reasonably
known, or on good evidence believed to exist
on the property. You measure the timber using
board feet, log scale, cords, or other units. If
you later determine that you have more or less
units of timber, you must adjust the original estimate.
The term “timber property” means your economic interest in standing timber in each tract or
block representing a separate timber account.

2. Add to the amount determined in (1) the
cost of any timber units acquired during
the year and any additions to capital.
3. Figure the number of timber units to take
into account by adding the number of timber units acquired during the year to the
number of timber units on hand in the account at the beginning of the year and
then adding (or subtracting) any correction
to the estimate of the number of timber
units remaining in the account.
4. Divide the result of (2) by the result of (3).
This is your depletion unit.
Example. You bought a timber tract for
$160,000 and the land was worth as much as
the timber. Your basis for the timber is $80,000.
Based on an estimated 1 million board feet
(1,000 MBF) of standing timber, you figure your
depletion unit to be $80 per MBF ($80,000 ÷
1,000). If you cut 500 MBF of timber, your depletion allowance would be $40,000 (500 MBF
× $80).
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You can deduct business bad debts on Schedule C (Form 1040 or 1040-SR) or your applicable business income tax return.
All other bad debts are nonbusiness bad
debts and are deductible only as short-term
capital losses. For more information on nonbusiness bad debts, see Pub. 550.

Topics

This chapter discusses:

•
•
•
•

Definition of business bad debt
When a debt becomes worthless
How to claim a business bad debt
Recovery of a bad debt

Useful Items

You may want to see:
Publication
□ 525 Taxable and Nontaxable Income
525

□ 536 Net Operating Losses (NOLs) for
Individuals, Estates, and Trusts
536

□ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of
544

Assets

□ 550 Investment Income and Expenses
550

□ 556 Examination of Returns, Appeal
556

Rights, and Claims for Refund

Form (and Instructions)
□ Schedule C (Form 1040 or 1040-SR)

Schedule C (Form 1040 or 1040-SR)

Profit or Loss From Business

□ 1040-X Amended U.S. Individual Income
1040-X

Tax Return

□ 1045 Application for Tentative Refund
1045

□ 1065 U.S. Return of Partnership Income
1065

□ 1065-X Amended Return or
1065-X

Administrative Adjustment Request
(AAR)

□ 1120-S U.S. Income Tax Return for an S
Corporation
1120-S

□ 1120-X Amended U.S. Corporation
Income Tax Return
1120-X

□ 1139 Corporation Application for
1139

10.
Business Bad
Debts
Introduction
You have a bad debt if you cannot collect
money owed to you. A bad debt is either a business bad debt or a nonbusiness bad debt. This
chapter discusses only business bad debts.
Generally, a business bad debt is one that
comes from operating your trade or business.

Tentative Refund

□ 3115 Application for Change in
3115

Accounting Method

See chapter 12 for information about getting
publications and forms.

Definition of Business
Bad Debt
A business bad debt is a loss from the worthlessness of a debt that was either:
• Created or acquired in your trade or business, or
• Closely related to your trade or business
when it became partly or totally worthless.
A debt is closely related to your trade or
business if your primary motive for incurring the
debt is business related. Bad debts of a

